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TINY HOMES

TINY HOUSE?
OR JUST SENSIBLE
DOWNSIZING?
More and more people are interested in downsizing, and the answer
might be a tiny house. Regardless of shape, style or square footage, tiny
houses help you live the simple life in a smaller, more efficient space.
People love tiny houses for environmental and financial reasons, but
especially for the time and freedom of a simpler life. Living smaller
simplifies life, is easier to afford and gentle on the environment.
A tiny house helps you be self-sufficient and gives you time to enjoy
life-enriching adventures of many kinds.

LOG CABIN LUXE
Four models, each available in four sizes, from
10'x16' to 12'x24', and each able to be trucked to a
remote location and installed with minimal fuss
and time.

INSPIRED BY NATURE
Tuck this little beauty in the woods or by the lake,
wherever you need the comfort of home in its
smallest form. Interiors are insulated and finished
with pine – a nice touch for a fishing or hunting
cabin, or your own place “to live more deliberately,”
now affordable as never before.

A-FRAME COTTAGES
Everything you need in a compact package with a distinctive, efficient design!
Our A-frame cottages go up in a flash, usually 2-3 days. Panelization
improves construction quality, reduces costs, slashes on-site build time
and avoids site disturbance. There are plenty of options – please inquire.

LITTLE HOMES,
BIG POSSIBILITIES

Our tiny houses, log cabins and A-frame cottages have
carefully crafted exterior details, and interiors come with
wallboard, flooring, insulation and electricity. Our “Unibilt
by JDM” tiny houses are plumbed as well, and come with
carpet, cabinets, countertops and plumbing fixtures.
Expertly designed and easy to transport, our cabins,
cottages and tiny houses give you access to remote
locations and install quickly with minimal site disturbance.
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